
Bitterns Parent Plan - Funny Bones - Autumn 2020

This term our whole school core values, which underpin all our learning, are responsibility and respect.

As mathematicians we will be developing our 
ability to count to and order numbers up to twenty. 
We will learn about estimation and simple addition 
and subtraction.   We will also begin to learn 
number bonds to ten.  

As historians we will be looking at significant nurses from the past. 
We will be focusing on learning about the lives of Florence 
nightingale, Mary Seacole and Edith Cavell.  We will also be 
comparing and contrasting medical care in modern times with that of 
the past, looking at the creation of the National Health Service.

Bittern’s authors will focus on learning to write sentences, 
using capital letters, full stops and finger spaces. We will 
continue to practice forming the correct letter shapes and 
developing our handwriting in a cursive style. 

As geographers we will be exploring aerial maps, looking 
at their purpose and how they are used. We will have the 
chance to create our own map using symbols and a key. 
We will also learn to use directions and about positional 
language.

In RE Bitterns will be learning about 
the Christian creation story. We will also 
be looking at festivals, focusing on 
Diwali, Hanukkah and Christmas.

As scientists we will be looking at the human 
body. We will learn the body parts and how to 
maintain a healthy body and lifestyle. We will 
also be focusing on our teeth. Another focus will 
be personal hygiene, particularly the importance 
of handwashing. 

As artists we will create a moving skeleton. We will also 
be exploring with printing, using both black and white to 
create effects.

Home Learning – I would like for all the 
children to read regularly at home. Spellings 
will also be sent out for the children to learn on 
a weekly basis. 


